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The physical analysis of colour-sensation was conducted
still more elegantly by Helmholtz, who in 1852 had intro-
duced the method of mixing pure colours selected optically
from the spectrum. The reflected light from coloured discs
did not give pure colours and varied according to the nature
of the incident light.
M.axwell also employed the mixture of pure spectral
colours in his colour box after, but independently, of
Helmholtz.
Increase in scientific reputation was the most important
result of Maxwell's researches on colour-vision. His-
torically, the physics of colour was highly esteemed in
Britain because it had been founded by Newton and Young
and studied in Maxwell's youth by Brewster and Forbes.
The subject was fashionable and contributions received
immediate appreciation. Maxwell's name was added to
those of Newton and Young as a contributor of fundamental
knowledge to the theory of colour-vision; and in 1860 the
Royal Society presented him with the Rumford Medal for
these researches.
Maxwell described the results of his new study of elec-
tricity begun in 1854 in his paper. On Faraday's Lines of
Force, read in 1855 and 1856. In this paper another aspect
of his genius appears, in addition to the variety of aspects
already displayed in his earlier researches. In addition to
remarkable independence, clarity and subtlety, he begins to
show a systematic deliberation. He examines the philo-
sophical state of electrical theory and then one by one the
contemporary conceptions of the chief electrical and mag-
netic phenomena. His possession of high intellectual
tenacity was not obviously suggested by his previous career.
All men* of judgment were aware of his intellectual bril-
liance, but not all recognized, even by the date of his death,
his formidable thoroughness. Perhaps he acquired some
of this quality from his study of Faraday's Experimental
Researches. The key of the intellectual music of his paper
On Faraday's Lines of Force is in tune with the Experimental
Researches and is different from that of his earlier papers on
other themes.

